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Collaborators (consultants and facilitators)



Silo Hopper



Stewards (not gatekeepers)



Explorers



“An inclusive learning community—as opposed to simply a diverse one—is 
one in which everyone's voice is equally encouraged and welcomed...

What can professors convey through their course planning, choice of 
materials, classroom practice and assessment to make deep learning 
accessible to all students? What must professors themselves need to learn 
so that they can best teach an ever more diverse student body? How can 
innovative pedagogies promote communities of reflective and creative 
learners capable of working, playing and solving the world’s problems 
together?”             -- Goals of the Center, Sherrerd Center for Teaching and Learning Smith College

Sherrerd Center 2016-18 Theme



Technology Access

“Accessible” means that individuals with 
disabilities are able to independently acquire 
the same information, engage in the same 
interactions, and enjoy the same services 
within the same timeframe as individuals 
without disabilities, with substantially 
equivalent ease and effectiveness of use.

Universal access to education is the ability of 
all people to have equal opportunity in 
education, regardless of their social class, 
gender, ethnicity background or physical and 
mental disabilities.

https://www.smith.edu/about-smith/technology-accessibility

https://www.smith.edu/about-smith/technology-accessibility


How might we leverage our 
academic technologies 
ecosystem and integrate digital 
approaches to build, enhance 
and/or sustain inclusive learning 
environments?

“
”



polling tool

Engage audience in real-time

Responses can be anonymous

Free tool for faculty, staff and students at Smith



name pronunciation tool

Hermione Granger

Daenerys Targaryen

Marie Breingan

Beasia Sierra Dozier

Samantha Luangkhot
https://www.smith.edu/edtech/whats-in-a-name/

PODCAST: On the eve of Smith College 2017 Commencement, Margaret 
Bruzelius was assiduously rehearsing the pronunciation of 200 student names. To 
get it right, she made no assumptions. This year a new technology simplified her 
task. She used NameCoach, Smith’s new name pronunciation software (easy to 
use and available campus-wide). Listen to her story, featuring interviews with 
Margaret Bruzelius and Dwight Hamilton (Length: 5:55 mins)

https://www.smith.edu/edtech/whats-in-a-name/


 YouTube: translate and caption



emerging & social pedagogies

Video Origin: Official YouTube Channel of 

Doshisha Women’s College of Liberal Arts

Translators: Ku-Nung Lin and Eka Jabauri

Smith Project Page: 
https://sophia.smith.edu/japanese-translations/

View on YouTube:
https://youtu.be/s5-6e1WT_IM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5-6e1WT_IM
https://sophia.smith.edu/japanese-translations/
https://youtu.be/s5-6e1WT_IM


collaborative text annotation



collaborative text annotation



collaborative text annotation
(2nd run, different course)



collaborative text annotation

AMS201 LAT330



cloud-based video editor

https://blog.wevideo.com/news/smiths-first-generati
on-students-find-voices-through-digital-storytelling/https://www.smith.edu/student-life/narratives-project

https://blog.wevideo.com/news/smiths-first-generation-students-find-voices-through-digital-storytelling/
https://blog.wevideo.com/news/smiths-first-generation-students-find-voices-through-digital-storytelling/
https://www.smith.edu/student-life/narratives-project


born-digital artifact

https://sophia.smith.edu/blog/impressions/2017
/05/03/dearest-child/

https://sophia.smith.edu/blog/impressions/2017/05/03/dearest-child/
https://sophia.smith.edu/blog/impressions/2017/05/03/dearest-child/


student feedback



By Haven Sandoval ‘20

https://www.smith.edu/video/narratives-video-first-gen-haven

https://www.smith.edu/video/narratives-video-first-gen-haven
https://vimeo.com/226230288
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